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Thursday, September 9, 2021

fuze seeks queer artists for upcoming immersive experience.

Company: looseKANONdance
Compensation: $200

 

sam canvin

fuze is a queer art experience breaking down boundaries of creativity + collaboration. 

 

here's how it works: 

we're looking for 5 queer artists of any medium... really, we mean any medium!

(let's start a conversation on what the definition of 'art' is!)

each artist is given an inspiration ‘spark’, a kit of inspiration. ‘the spark’ is the catalyst for the artist to develop work within their medium.

the fuze team, composed of brilliant queer creatives, captures each artist’s processes through their unique lens.

the 5 artists will present their new works during the fuze experience. the immersive experience invites viewers to witness the work, meet the
artists and creatives while exploring + pushing the boundaries of community and creativity.

the experience highlights local lgbtqia+ small businesses and vendors offering a space to network between creatives + business owners.

 

here's what you get: 

~ stipend to create new work

~ individualized artist branding by queer branding professional 

~ artist photo portrait

~ artist video portrait 

~opportunity to collab + network will fellow queer creatives + small businesses

~ premiere new work in an in-person immersive experience

~ press coverage 

~fuze gift bag 

to apply please visit: www.fuzexperience.com 

deadline to apply is SEPTEMBER 21st. 

fuze is made possible by lower manhattan cultural council, new york city department of cultural affairs, + upper manhattan empowerment
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looseKANONdance
www.fuzexperience.com

For more information:
kanon sapp
kanon@fuzexperience.com

zone. looseKANONdance is fiscally sponsored by Fractured Atlas, a registered 501c3.
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